LET THE AMAZING PICTURE HUNT BEGIN!

GAME CONTENTS:
- 1 Game Board
- 6 Double-Sided Search Cards
- 138 Game Chips
- 2 Postcards

OBJECT:
Collect all of the items on your search card before anyone else to win the game!

GETTING STARTED:
First, unfold the game board and lay it on a flat surface.
Then, drop all of the game chips onto the board. Mix and scatter game chips so that they fit the entire board. It is OK if the pieces overlap, this will just add more fun to the search-and-find frenzy!
Lastly, each player grabs 1 search card and places it in front of them.

Are you ready to start playing?!

PLAYING:
The game kicks off when the youngest player shouts out “START!”
All at once, players look for their search card items on the game board. If you spot a chip that matches one of your search card items, pick it up and place it on your card.

There is only 1 game chip for each picture, so everyone is looking for different search items during the game.

There’s a Waldo picture on every search card but each has a different color background, so don’t grab the wrong one!
If the game pieces fall off of the game board while searching, the player closest to the piece can place it back on the game board.

WINNING:
Once you have completed your entire search card, scream out “WALDO!” You have just won the game - HOORAY!
The other players should keep playing to see who wins 2nd place, 3rd place and so on, until there is only 1 player left!